Is “We Take Cash Only” Smart Business?
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Are You or Your Customers Driving Your Decisions
During the last 20 years I have counseled hundreds of business owners on growing their
businesses and in most instances, most define growth as more revenue.
Do you remember the bookstore chain called Borders? A 2011 Time Magazine article
highlighted two big reasons that caused the company’s demise.
One, when Amazon introduced online bookselling, instead of developing its own online
presence, Borders outsourced their online business to Amazon. “So anytime you visited
www.borders.com you were redirected (to Amazon). Relinquishing control to another
company hurt Border’s branding strategies and cut into its customer base”, the article
stated.
Secondly, On November 19, 2007, Amazon introduced the Kindle and the device sold out in
five and a half hours and remained out of stock for five months until late April 2008. Borders
Books chose not to counter Amazon’s move in digital readers. The Time article stated,
“Borders didn’t foresee the rise of e-books like Amazon and later Barnes & Noble did. It
didn’t develop its own e-reader to compete with the Kindle or the Nook, and Borders only
opened an online e-book store a year ago (2010).”
In both instances, the preference of consumers drove the marketplace. Consumers, when
offered the choice, loved the option to buy books online. Likewise, when offered the
opportunity to read books digitally via Kindle or other e-readers, their response even
exceeded Amazon’s expectations. Successful businesses adhere listen to their customers
and respond to their needs/problems/pain points. Those that don’t well, they end up like
Borders.
Successful businesses listen to their customers and respond to their needs, problems, and
pain points. Those that don’t well, they end up like Borders.
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Recently I encountered some circumstances that reminded me of the fate of Borders. I
visited three restaurants and one auto detail shop that only accepted cash.
The first was a small eatery in Philadelphia. It was my first visit and I knew the owner so he
accepted the cash I had. The second was in Atlanta and fortunately, my colleague knew of
the cash only policy and graciously paid for my meal. The third occurred in my
neighborhood. After leaving the golf course I decided to stop by a local restaurant to take
dinner home (points with my wife). On the one occasion I visited the restaurant, I purchased
take-out meals and paid with cash, however, I was unaware of the cash-only policy. So, on
this particular visit I ordered take out and when the food was ready I went to the counter to
pay, only to be told the establishment was cash only. As a result, I had to drive to an ATM,
withdraw cash, and drive back to the restaurant.
READ Entrepreneurship… Catalyst for Change
The only reason I did was due to my desire to support local businesses in the community. As
for the auto detail shop, I have done business there a few times and always have to go to the
ATM beforehand. I patronize the shop because they do a good job. However, there are two
other shops located in close proximity that have reputations for doing great work, and they
accept non-cash payments.
What really inspired me to write this article, are two experiences I had during this same
time period. On a Friday afternoon, I bought lunch at Sweetgreens in Philadelphia, a unique
take-out restaurant that sells amazing salads. As I approached the register to pay, I was
greeted by a sign that said “no cash payments, we are experimenting with becoming a noncash business and that same sign cited all of the benefits associated with doing so.
This week, while visiting Washington, DC, the fitness center and spa where I worked out
had a similar sign that read, “As of Aug. 14 we no longer will accept cash.”
Different businesses, two different strategies for receiving payments for services. Which
strategy is better? Which strategy represents “smart” business? Which strategy would you
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choose? Let’s examine these questions by analyzing the cash only choices by the business
owners.

Passing a Dollar to Grab a Penny
Business owners implement all kinds of strategies to cut cost, improve profitability, and
increase revenue. I asked some of the business owners about their rationale for accepting
cash only for payments. One of them accepted cash only because he wanted to avoid the
2-3% transaction fee associated with non-cash payments. Another cited his need to have
cash available in his account immediately rather than wait 2-3 days for the money to be
deposited in his account by merchant services. Still, another cited the flexibility cash
afforded them for tax purposes. What seems, from a surface view, as cash savings, data
from a recent study indicate otherwise. Read more
READ Rebecca Rescate Shares On The Entrepreneurial Spirit
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Exhibit 4 shows from 2013-1016 consumer preference for non-cash payment options ranged
from 75-81%; while during the same period preference for cash payments at its highest was
11% in 2016.

When you look at non-cash vs. cash payment options by age group and income the results
are even more startling.
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In spite of data indicating consumers have a higher preference for paying with cash in dinein restaurants (18%) and fast food restaurants (33%), the non-cash payments still exceed
cash payments (68% and 51% respectively).
The problem for cash only businesses is the lost sales opportunity with customers who
prefer no-cash payments. These establishments are losing significant dollars while trying to
save a few pennies. Supposed that a cash-only restaurant has sales of $1000 per month
with an average customer spend of $10. If the same restaurant allowed non-cash payment
and had a 3% transaction fee for each purchase, the fees for the month would be $30. To
cover the cost of those fees, the restaurant would only have to secure 5 (I repeat, 5)
customers during the month to cover the $30 fee incurred on the existing sales. I am
certain the restaurant is losing more than 5 customers per week because of cash only. The
same holds true for the auto detail shop.
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Even the idea of saving on taxes by underreporting income is a costly means of financial
management in today’s marketplace. The savings on taxes pales to missed sales due to cashonly. For example, let say you underreport income by $20,000, at a 30% tax rate you avoid
$6000 in taxes. As in the previous example, if average customer spend is $10, the business
would need 600 additional customers for the year. If the business is open for 50 weeks
during the year they need 12 more customers per week. AT least twelve potential
customers avoid that business per week because of cash only. In addition, the peril and
danger of being convicted of tax evasion are certainly not worth the gamble.
READ Welcome to EarlBoyd dot com

I Get Paid for Making Non-Cash Payments
Consumers receive several incentives for making non-cash payments. Reward programs,
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coupons, rebates, even lines of credit are extended to consumers for non-cash payments.
The TSS survey stated,

Debit and credit card issuers, payment services (i.e. PayPal) offer the incentives because
they have proven to increase sales. Not only are cash only businesses not maximizing the
number of customers by accepting non-cash payments, they are not realizing the increase
sales facilitated by promotional programs and rewards.
Additionally, the convenience of mobile payments is driving more growth in non-cash
payments. According to TSS,

Customer Focus vs You Focus
A business exists to meet the needs of its customers. That’s it. As a business owner, your
primary responsibility is to ensure your business performs the task with the highest level of
quality and service.
The cash-only businesses are so because the business owner places his own interest ahead
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of the customer. The transaction fee savings benefits the business owner; the access to
cash a few days faster benefits the business owner; avoiding taxes benefits the owner.
Blockbusters could not meet the needs of the consumers, so they shopped elsewhere.
Consumer desired a different way to purchase and read books, Border’s did not respond.
Going against the tide of consumer desires is not a winning formula for business. The cashonly businesses may be digging their own graves.
Stay focused on the customer, plus meeting their needs, equals success in business.
I want to hear your thoughts. Leave a comment below.
TweetPocket

Download Our Complimentary Guide
You want to start a business but don't know where to
begin, what to do, when to do it or how? Download our
free guide and learn the 3 most critical things you need
to know before embarking on your startup journey.
Written in plain English, it's easy to understand and
super practical. Just enter your best email below for
instant access.
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